Box 1:

Biographical – Vita, Bio (Dorothy Rosen), News Clippings, Press Releases, Awards, 1958-2005
Publications, 1963-78
Correspondence (1 of 2), 1955-85
Correspondence (2 of 2), 1955-85
Correspondence – Harvard University, 1957-63
Correspondence – World Book Encyclopedia, 1957-68
Correspondence – Ford Foundation: Columbia Work (University of Antioquia), 1963-66
Conferences and Lectures, 1958-92
Allerton Institute on Collecting Science Literature for General Reading, 1960
Conferences and Lectures – Status Study of Science Teacher Education, 1974
Conferences and Lectures – Bat-Sheva Seminar on Preservice and Inservice Education of Science Teachers, 1983
National Association for Research in Science Teaching, 1960-68
National Science Teachers Association, 1956-60
Massachusetts Advisory Committee on Science and Mathematics, 1958
LAS Centennial Planning Committee, 1965